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Faithful

to the Gospel

THANK YOU. Because of
your generosity and
partnership with CBN,
millions of lives have been
changed around the world.
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By His grace,
Lives are changed

God’s voice is being heard

You brought the hope of Christ through prayer and
life-changing ministry by:
Creating broadcast and prayer centers around the
world to meet people in their time of need.
Laying a solid foundation every day for the 650,000
homes across the U.S. that watched a
700 Club broadcast.
According to the 2017 Brown & Fraser survey*, CBN
brought the Good News to the ends of the earth as a
projected 376 million individuals viewed at least one
episode of CBN programming somewhere in the world.
Of these, approximately 121 million indicated they
made a profession of faith in Jesus and nearly
47 million joined a church or fellowship.
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The Kingdom of God is advancing
CBN partners like you helped advance the
kingdom through our online resources, apps,
and other digital initiatives.
Presented the Gospel to over 5.9 million people
on cbn.com and of those, 530 thousand
indicated they prayed the salvation prayer.
Helped optimize CBN’s social media sites (like
Facebook and Twitter) so 1.4 million could view
the Gospel presentation and over 115,000
indicated they prayed the salvation prayer.
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A voice for truth
Today, more than ever, there needs to be a voice of
truth. And you made it possible for us to launch the
nation’s first 24/7 faith-based news channel.
CBN News is dedicated to providing real news that
you can trust.
CBN News

Through cbnnews.com and the CBN News phone and
tablet app, you will get hard-hitting, breaking news that
other’s won’t report.
Join us. Learn more at impact.cbn.com/news today.
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Declare His glory among the nations,
His wonders among all peoples.
Psalm 96:3 NKJV

Because of your love and partnership, dedicated
Christian doctors have been able to provide
medical care to millions of people who would not
otherwise be treated.
Christian missionary doctors provided a medical school
education to the next generation of doctors in Africa.

Creating hope

Addressed medical issues such as cardiac, cancer,
maternal, pediatric and trauma care to provide
high-quality healthcare to the overlooked and left
behind.
Demonstrated the compassion of Jesus Christ by
building the capacity at 8 mission teaching hospitals
across Africa.
See the impact at impact.cbn.com/amhf.
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The love of Christ in action
You changed communities and touched lives
all over the world by partnering with local
leaders in impoverished regions with access
only to contaminated water.
Built more than 18,000 wells in countries like
Cambodia, Ghana, India, Myanmar, Nigeria,
Peru, Philippines, and Thailand.
Provided fresh, clean drinking water to millions
of people.
Learn more at impact.cbn.com/cleanwater.
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You stood with the Jewish people when
many did not.
Told the world about the good things Israel is doing
to save the world through groundbreaking
documentary films like To Life.
Provided counseling and financial assistance for
individuals and families devastated by violence and
acts of terrorism through CBN Israel’s Victims of
Terrorism Project.

Do not be afraid,
I am with you

Learn more at tolifethemovie.com and cbnisrael.org.
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In giving to Superbook and being Forever Faithful
Your
gift helped
young
to the
Gospel,
this year
you:Christians grow firmly
rooted in the Word of God.
Brought the stories of the Bible to 165 million children in
83 countries.

Superbook brought the stories of the Bible to a
projected 165 million children in 83 countries
Taught 95 million viewers the Salvation Poem song that
through interactive and immersive experiences.*
concludes each broadcast.

A the
projected
95 million
viewers sang
Salvation
Ensured
next generation
of Christians
growthe
firmly
rooted
Poem
song
that
concludes
each
broadcast.*
in the Word of God.
Through
apps,
DVDs,
services,
In Japan
alone, you
made
surestreaming
59 million people
in and
broadcasts
childNews
has the
opportunity
to hear
11 prefectures
heardevery
the Good
through
Superbook.
about the hope of the Gospel.

See it in action at superbook.cbn.com.
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It matters
to them

Recover and restore

You made disaster relief possible through
mobilizing volunteers and churches.
CBN responded to hurricanes like Florence and
Michael, earthquakes in Mexico and Guatemala, and
delivered medical supplies to Liberia to fight the
Ebola virus.
Distributed food, safe water, medicine, and other vital
supplies to meet the immediate needs of those
suffering.
Helped communities begin the long-term recovery
process through debris clean-up and repairs.
Visit operationblessing.org to learn more.
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You provided hope and a future for people all
around the world.
Delivered thousands of hot meals following this
year’s hurricanes.
In the first half of the year alone, CBN distributed
well over 17 million pounds of food and relief
supplies to faith-based partners and food
pantries across the U.S.
Taught gardening techniques to places like
Guatemala to help battle malnutrition so parents
could feed their families from their own gardens.
See the difference you are making
at ob.org/hunger-relief/.

Strong and courageous
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You served the lost, the lonely, the abandoned
and the abused.
Cared for more than 100,000 orphans and vulnerable
children by giving them food, clothing and safety.
Obeyed the Bible’s command to feed the poor and
provided over 2 million meals to orphans in over
60 countries.
Helped children in dangerous, at-risk situations by
helping them thrive so that they can live full of hope
and realize their God-given potential.

Caring for the broken

Learn more at orphanspromise.org.
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Now is the time for
outrageous faith.

Break through cultural, political and spiritual barriers to
the Gospel by expanding our reach into Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Brazil, Japan, and other countries through
interactive and immersive technologies.
Expand reach and engagement through social media
campaigns targeting growing online population in nations
hostile to the Gospel, like China, Egypt and Iran.
Diversify the ways we communicate the Gospel and our
prayer center responses through social media, text
messaging, and emerging digital channels of engagement.
Spread the Gospel message to the next generation by
expanding the reach of Superbook into cultures long
resistant to the Gospel and complete translations of
Superbook into key languages like Portuguese,
Indonesian, Korean, Burmese, and Kiswahili.

Join us

as we build the
most effective
salvation engine
on the planet.

Break the cycle of poverty and suffering through clean water,
life-changing surgeries, medical missions, hunger relief, disaster
relief, and humanitarian outreach.
Care for orphans and vulnerable children in more than 60
nations around the world by giving them food, clothing and
safety while telling them about Jesus.
Stand for truth in a world of half-truths by expanding CBN
News to ensure Christians are informed and equipped to
engage the world in meaningful ways.
Impact culture by leveraging films and documentaries to
capture the attention, imagination and hearts of people in
theaters, on TV screens, and through digital devices around the
world.

Thank you, your partnership made all of this possible.
In 2019, may you be filled with the Holy Spirit, living in His power and
blessing, and dedicated to His glory. Through the ministry of CBN, you
can ignite hope by bringing the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the world!

